
METROPOLIS



M ARK ANT ME TROPOLIS

Markant has introduced a new, contemporary and sleek furniture range called Metropolis.

This example of Dutch Design is characterised by a minimalistic and robust frame, 

and features details that have been designed to perfection.

The cable ducts have been designed to connect numerous work places via a fully 

integrated cable infrastructure network. This has created a cable-friendly work place; 

there are no cables or other obstructions under the tables, thus offering greater storage 

potential. In terms of personal storage space, melamine cupboards that perfectly 

compliment the Metropolis range have been incorporated: Standalone Cabinets.

Metropolis work places feature height adjusters as a standard feature, which are 

operated using a thin aluminium handle. However, the range also comes with optional 

electrical hight adjusters as well as fi xed-height meeting tables. All types are based on 

the same frame, which helps to create a uniform design as well as a complimentary and 

consistent look throughout the offi ce.

When combined with exchangeable MyScreen screens or glass partition walls, nigh on 

endless design freedom is offered in single and combi-desk confi gurations. The furniture 

range is further supplemented by a generous number of storage accessories. 
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PRI VAC Y IN  THE WORK PL ACE

The space between work places makes it possible to easily place a glass panel 

or MyScreen between combi-desk work places, whereby ensuring the privacy of 

employees and placing cables directly into the cable ducts.

INFORM AL DISCUSSION 

All Metropolis legs are available with a fi xed height of 75 cm. This is ideal for 

creating so-called ‘resting decks’ for fast and informal discussions. 

The worktops also feature electrical fi ttings for laptops and telephones.

PERSONAL S TOR AGE SPACE

The melamine Standalone Cabinets perfectly suit the sleek Metropolis frame. 

The cabinets feature CPU storage and a drawer, and can be fi tted with

locks and wheels if necessary. 

C ABLE INFR A S TRUC T URE

The lockable cable trays make it possible to fully conceal the cable infrastructure. 

The cabinets feature cable ducts that allow electricity and data to be supplied to 

CPU’s and other peripherals.

THE NE W WORL D OF WORK

Metropolis is perfectly suited to the new world of work. Standard work places can 

be adjusted in height between 61 and 85 cm using a handle at the front of the work 

top, or can optionally be adjusted electrically using a functional display.

FLE X IBLE  CONFIGUR ATION

Metropolis is available as a single desk with C or T-leg or as T-leg combi-desk. 

This demonstrates Metropolis’ fl exibility when designing entire offi ce environments: 

from work place and meeting room, to executive desk and boardroom..





C ABLE INFR A S TRUC T URE

Cable ducts have been incorporated into the work place. The cable ducts feature standard pull-protectors for  

safe cable use, separate channels for electricity and data for disruption-free data traffi c, as well as a folding lid 

with brush-groove for simple access from the worktop. The cable ducts have a fi xed position in the frame.

PRI VAC Y

Metropolis is perfect for creating back offi ce solutions, where privacy plays a very 

important role. A visual screen is created by placing frosted glass panels between the work places. 

MyScreen screens even allow one to create an acoustic partition, which could possibly feature custom prints.

H - A HANDLE

The latest Markant height-adjustment handle can be folded under the desk for safety purposes, so it is out of 

sight when not being used. When it is unfolded, the thin aluminium handle looks like a small stick. The handle is 

attached to the bottom of the worktop using a new, tool-free Markant fi tting system featuring Eco-fi ts.

DESIGN

The aluminium legs of Metropolis are thin at the front but look robust and strong due to the wider sides. The 

‘toes’ of the C and T-legs on single desks feature a sleek design and, due to a height less than 30 mm, are low 

enough for a Standalone Cabinet or block of drawers to be placed above them.

ERGONOMIC S

Metropolis can be adjusted in height between 61 and 85 cm. The height of the table is shown 

on the leg or, in case of electrical adjustment, on the control panel display. 

Metropolis fi xed-height confi gurations have, in accordance with European norms, a height of 75 cm

IT  INTEGR ATION

Complete IT integration is enabled when Standalone Cabinets are combined with the Metropolis.. 

Standalone Cabinets provide cable ducts and CPU storage. 

As a result, electricity and data can be supplied to CPU’s and peripherals that have been placed 

in or on the cabinets.



BACK- OFFICE SOLU TION

Due to the wide variety of legs and the adjustment possibilities, the Metropolis is very well suited for creating a 

complete offi ce environment. However, due to the use of combi-desks, Metropolis is also perfect for back-offi ce 

solutions. The displayed straight back-offi ce confi guration helps to create a consistent offi ce landscape and 

provides all necessary functions; from electricity to privacy, from CPU storage to concealed cable infrastructure.

S TR AIGHT CONFIGUR ATION

This straight confi guration is suitable for placement against a wall. By repeating this 

confi guration within a particular area, one is able to create an offi ce landscape and 

provide a clear overview. The use of low cabinets and fi xed-height glass partition walls 

helps to create tranquillity in busy environments.

POWER SUPPLY  TO THE WORK PL ACE

Cable ducts have been fi tted between and under the work places. These ducts are used 

to incorporate cables for monitors and electricity into the work places. Modules for data 

and electricity interfaces have been neatly incorporated into the worktops, 

whereby one always has access to power.

CPU S TOR AGE

All employees are offered the storage they need by implementing single or double-sided 

Standalone Cabinets. The cabinets have been specifi cally designed to store CPU’s and 

provide additional storage space via a personal property drawer.



BACK- OFFICE SOLU TION

If Metropolis components are used intelligently, it is easy to create a functional and effi cient wing confi guration. 

This makes it possible to supply data or electricity to the work places via an aluminium cable column from the 

ceiling or the fl oor. This creates ‘islands’ of work places and makes optimum use of available space.

WING CONFIGUR ATION

This cluster of six wing confi gurations creates an ‘island’ of work places when placed 

freely within an area. This is possible via wiring through the ceiling. 

One is able to create fun designs and almost organic offi ce environments

when multiple clusters are combined.

ELEC TRICIT Y  AND DATA

Data and electricity are supplied to the workplaces via the ceiling. The aluminium cable 

column is an elegant solution that fully conceals all cables. The column is placed in the 

middle of the three work places for ideal distribution of cables.

PRI VAC Y

Even in ‘islands’ of wing confi gurations, it may be necessary to place visual or acoustic 

partitions in order to give employees a certain level of privacy. 

Due to their semi-transparent properties, the frosted glass panels offer suffi cient 

separation without creating a sense of enclosure.
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